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For those who believe that the deer-reduction program is based on sound science, you
are urged to read the following quotations from original state documents. At issue is the
future of deer hunting in the Commonwealth and the protection of our Second
Amendment right to keep and bear arms. This documented account exposes the true
reason behind the Game Commission's deer-reduction program.  If you are as appalled
as are we about how state foresters were able to hijack the Game Commission's deer
management program, then you should demand that those responsible are reprimanded
and the deer-management debacle is ended.

For over a decade, the Pennsylvania Game Commission has been reducing the size of the Commonwealth's deer herd.
Although sportsmen were told that the reduction was in their best interest and would be temporary and limited, to date the
herd has been decimated by 50-90% in many areas – rendering it nearly unhuntable in some parts of the state.  The social
and economic impacts have been great: the ranks of hunters have been slashed by 50%, the interest by youth is in a rapid
decline, hunting camps stand empty and for sale across northern-tier counties, many outdoor-related family businesses
have gone bankrupt, and hundreds of millions of dollars have been lost by the sport-hunting industry. What, then, could be
the reason for the Game Commission to decimate Pennsylvania's state mammal – and to risk so much?

WHY DEER WERE TARGETED FOR REDUCTION

THE REAL REASON FOR HERD REDUCTION
• The deer-reduction plan began in 1996 when the German-
based Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) entered into an
agreement with the Pennsylvania Bureau of Forestry.
According to the agreement, FSC would grant the Bureau of
Forestry an annual award called "Green Certification" if state
foresters could permanently reduce the deer herd.
• As quoted in the first Green Certification award in 1998: "If deer

are not reduced, the ability of both public and private landowners in
Pennsylvania to meet or maintain FSC standards will be jeopardized.
We recognize that the DCNR Bureau of Forestry has no regulatory
authority over the deer resource on its own lands – it is the deliberate
consequence of the deer management program administered by
another state agency, the PA Game Commission.  The BOF's
certification is therefore conditioned on the eventual resolution of this
important matter."
• The Game Commission complied, and by the year 2000, the
deer-reduction program was in full swing.

OTHERS KNEW ABOUT THE SCHEME
• Although this Green Certification/herd-reduction relationship
between state foresters and the Game Commission has
remained a virtual secret, newspaper accounts in 2001 by the
late Dave Drakula of Emporium documented what was
happening.  Quoting two articles: "The governor accepted
certification with fanfare amid a blizzard of news releases.  Green
Certification targeted deer, and might be withdrawn without
immediate deer reduction – an embarrassment to the current
administration.  It was no coincidence that a major effort to overhaul
Pennsylvania's deer management program followed."
• Further quoting the Drakula newspaper article: "Game

Commissioner John Riley explained that the deer management plan
is actually a forestry bureau issue based on the state forest's Green
Certification.  The Game Commission is pushing the deer
management plan because the state needs the deer herd reduced.  It's
all about the forestry resource.  This isn't even a Game Commission
issue, but we're making it that way."
• According to the article, the reason for herd reduction was to
generate money for foresters. Quoting the Commissioner:
"Riley stated, and a stack of documents confirm, that the state's
certified forests status makes it possible for overseas sales of prime

and high-priced timber which creates a sizeable income to the state
in timber sales.  The same certification that has been granted to the
state forest system has been threatened with removal if the deer
population is not significantly reduced."

REDUCTION IS BASED ON POLITICS,
NOT SCIENCE
• Since its beginning in 1998, the Green Certification process was
designed to deliberately deceive sportsmen and state
legislators to believe that the deer-reduction program was in
the best interest of sportsmen and science.  In 2006, the PGC
even created three after-the-fact excuses in an attempt to
justify herd reduction: forest health, deer health, and human
impacts.
• However, according to Game Commissioner Tom Boop in his
farewell statement as a commissioner: "There is no “sound
science” with this program.  We now have an almost completely
subjective program that is not based on science and I will forever
cringe when I hear the term “sound science” as applied to the current
deer management program of this agency. I do not believe that the
ability to sell timber from certified forests or having some trillium on
the ground comes even remotely close to compensating for what we
have lost."
• Perhaps Gary Alt (PGC's former head of the deer management
program) summarized the issue most clearly. In a 2011
newspaper article, he stated: "I'm not saying I did the right thing.
I did the best with the knowledge I have.  But making doe season two
weeks, that's another issue.  It's not based on science: it's based on
politics.
• There should be no doubt that the Game Commission's deer-
reduction program is not based on science nor the best interest
of sportsmen, but instead is based on politics – the Green
Certification interests of the forestry industry.

VIOLATION OF STATE LAW
• According to State Law (Title 34, Section 322(c)(13)), it is the
duty of    the PGC to serve the interests of sportsmen for
recreational hunting, not to serve the interests of foresters. As
such, the Commission has been in    deliberate violation of
State Law for over a decade. This Law should now be enforced,
and the violators held accountable.

This information has been provided to sportsmen by sportsmen. It is sponsored by the Coalition of Concerned Sportsmen -
representing over 150 Pennsylvania sport-hunting and shooting clubs, with collectively over 200,000 members. This does not
include the vast majority of sportsmen statewide who we confidently feel are strongly opposed to the PGC deer reduction
plan.  You can join this growing Coalition of sportsmen who seek resolution of the deer-management travesty, and who are
concerned about the future of sport-hunting in Pennsylvania and our Second Amendment right to keep and bear arms.
Please contact us at any one of these founding affiliates:
                                                    • Allegheny County Sportsmen's League: www.acslpa.org 
                                                    • Unified Sportsmen of Pennsylvania: www.gousp.org
                                                    • Eastern PA Firearms Coalition: www.levfc.org 
We encourage you to immediately contact the Governor (Governor@pa.gov) with your urgent request to end the current
politically-based deer management program, and to return to the traditional science-based method for managing deer that
had resulted in Pennsylvania being recognized for decades as one of the top deer-hunting states in the nation – prior to
beginning the herd-reduction program over a decade ago.

For more information, contact any of our affiliates, and visit our website for a review of reports
and original documents at www.acsl-pa.org.


